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Abstract. The publication of the results of a theoretical study on the conceptualization of 
Bioelectronic Medicine continues a series of articles on the role of electromagnetic processes in 
the implementation of the phenomenon of life. The authors, based on modern biophysical 
fundamental knowledge about the structure and functioning of the human body at the micro level 
of its structure (nanolevel and deeper) and the concepts of the Magnetoelectrochemical theory of 
metabolism, developed the main ideological concepts of the scientific direction “Bioelectronic 
Medicine” as a component for the further development of complex medicine. General scientific 
methods and theoretical methods were used in this theoretical study. The result of this theoretical 
research was the extrapolation of modern biophysical fundamental data on the structure of the 
microcosm of matter to medical knowledge about humans. It is proposed to call the resulting 
scientific direction the term “Bioelectronic medicine”. A conceptualization of the obtained 
fundamental ideas was made, three basic concepts and seven main aspects of “Bioelectronic 
Medicine” were formulated. 
Keywords: bioelectronic medicine, complex medicine, magnetoelectrochemical theory of 
metabolism, quantum level, phenomenon of life, medical progress. 

Whatever nature has in store for mankind, unpleasant as it may be, men must accept, for 
ignorance is never better than knowledge 

 

Enrico Fermi 

1. Introduction 

In the name of further development and progress, the medical scientific paradigm must 
constantly evolve. Medicine is a transdisciplinary field that is constantly updated with the latest 
knowledge from other scientific fields.  

Therefore, a priori, for the sake of the triumph of scientific truth in the future, medical scientists 
must constantly generate new ideas, develop and implement them in the practical field of 
healthcare. The presence of scientific progress in medicine tomorrow must be laid down today. 
However, in addition to the standard need for progress, there are many unresolved medical 
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problems. Many of these problems are global. For example, the pandemic of chronic 
Non-communicable diseases continues [1], [2] and today existing traditional medical approaches 
cannot completely heal any chronic disease of internal organs. There are problems of antibiotic 
resistance [3]-[5], comorbidity and multimorbidity [6]-[8], polypharmacy and side effects of drugs 
[9]-[12], aging of humanity [13]-[15], etc. All this requires the search for new promising 
approaches to solving them. Accordingly, further progress in medicine is simply necessary. 
Therefore, the search and development of new paradigms is relevant. 

New ways for the further development of medicine already exist. Basic science has undergone 
dramatic changes over the past 50 years. They were based on transformations of ideas about the 
structure of the atom. After the principles of wave-particle dualism became understood (namely, 
that every particle is both a corpuscle and a wave), classical mechanics could not adequately 
describe how the Universe works. It was replaced by quantum mechanics. Now the entire scientific 
world recognizes the corpuscular-wave electromagnetic model of the structure of the atom - the 
so-called “Standard Model” of the structure of the atom [16]-[18]. Other fundamental sciences 
have changed in connection with the advent of quantum physics: Quantum chemistry [19], [20], 
physical quantum biology [21], [22], and many scientific branches studying the microworld and 
electromagnetic processes (for example, nanobiology, nanochemistry, magnetobiology) [23]-[26], 
etc. appeared. These scientific transformations are a challenge for modern medical science and 
require further progress from it in the research direction. This new fundamental knowledge can 
become the basis for a paradigmatic transformation of modern existing medical worldviews.  

In order to contribute to the promotion of new ideas in medical science, the aim of the 
theoretical study was to develop basic ideological concepts based on modern biophysical 
fundamental knowledge about the structure and functioning of the human body at the micro level 
of its structure (nanolevel and deeper) and the concepts of the Magnetoelectrochemical theory of 
metabolism scientific direction “Bioelectronic Medicine” as a component for the further 
development of integrated medicine. 

2. Materials and methods 

The theoretical study was carried out by an interdisciplinary team from three universities:  
1) Poltava State Medical University (23, Shevchenko St., 36011, Poltava, Ukraine), the 

cooperation coordinator is the Head of the Department of Internal Medicine and Emergency 
Medicine prof., DM M.M. Potyazhenko; 

2) Lithuanian University of Health Sciences (9, A. Mickevičius St., LT-44307, Kaunas, 
Lithuania) according to the memorandum of support dated May 12, 2022, the cooperation 
coordinator is Head of Nephrology Department, prof., DM I.A.Bumblyte;  

3) Shupyk National Healthcare University of Ukraine (9, Dorogozhytska St., 04112, Kiev, 
Ukraine), the cooperation coordinator is the Head of the Department of Fundamental Disciplines 
and Informatics, prof., DM O.P. Mintser. 

It is a subset of research work of the Department of Internal Medicine and Emergency 
Medicine of Poltava State Medical University (23, Shevchenko St., 36011, Poltava, Ukraine) on 
“Development of algorithms and technologies for implementing a Healthy Lifestyle in patients 
with Noncommunicable Diseases based on the study of functional status” (state registration 
number 0121U108237: UDC 613 616-056-06: 616.1 / 9-03). 

General scientific methods (dismemberment and integration of elements of the studied system, 
imaginary experiment, logical, historical research, analysis, induction, deduction and synthesis of 
knowledge) and theoretical methods (method of constructing theory, logical methods and rules of 
normative nature) were used in this theoretical study. 

3. Results and discussion 

The result of this theoretical research was the extrapolation of modern biophysical fundamental 
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data on the structure of the microcosm of matter to medical knowledge about humans. We called 
this scientific direction the term “Bioelectronic medicine”. A conceptualization of the obtained 
fundamental ideas was made, three basic concepts and seven main aspects of “Bioelectronic 
Medicine” were formulated. A brief rationale for these ideas can be described as follows. 

Now in medical science there are prerequisites for the transition from the atomic-molecular 
level of understanding the structure of tissues and metabolism of substances to the quantum level, 
that is, to the subatomic and deeper to 10-44 nm. This is so because quite clear scientific data have 
been formed about the structure of matter at the micro level [27]-[35]. In the article [36] a 
description of the structure of the microcosm of the human body was conceptualized. The main 
idea of this description is that when considering matter on a scale of 10-19-10-13 cm, there are no 
longer atoms familiar to the human imagination of matter. For example, on this scale, the atomic 
nucleus can be conventionally described as a rotating electromagnetic rod, which consists of 
neutrons and protons. On a scale of 10-28-10-35 cm, matter can be described in the form of ring 
wave processes and this corresponds to the physical description of bosons, etc. Thus, in the 
nanoworld, all matter is the energy of movement of electromagnetic waves of the internal 
environment. All these ideas that at the micro level all the atoms of the world are built from bosons 
and fermions, which are essentially electromagnetic field structures - that is, electromagnetic 
fields or, simply put, energy in its various qualitative representations, are described by 
fundamental science in the Standard Model of structure atom [16], [17], [37]-[39]. A simple and 
logical conclusion suggests itself: since the human body is formed by atoms, it turns out that at 
the micro level it is also formed by conglomerates of electromagnetic energy... In other words, all 
living biological organisms, including the human body, have an electromagnetic structure. They 
consist of resonating electromagnetic wave field oscillator structures and are united by 
electromagnetic field interactions. Therefore, they can be represented in the frequency-wave 
model in the form of resulting interference electromagnetic wave packets, at the nodes of which 
there are atoms. At the same time, atoms are a source of wave generation, which determines the 
presence of wave characteristics of structures at the macrolevel of organization [28], [40]-[46]. 
This became the basis of the first basic concept for the development of the ideas of “Bioelectronic 
Medicine”: 

 
Concept No. 1. The entire human body (like the matter of the whole world) is formed by 

bosons and fermions, that is, electromagnetic energy. 
Concept Thesis: The human body is formed by energy. 

 
Thus, medicine receives a new, paradigm-transforming approach to looking at the human 

body: previously doctors understood that the entire body is built from molecules and atoms, but 
now it is clear that the human body is formed by electromagnetic field structures or, simply put, 
energy. And this concept radically deepens, expands and changes modern biological ideas about 
the levels of structural organization of the human body (Fig. 1). 

The second paradigm-transforming approach to thinking about the functioning of the human 
body comes from the first concept and from modern biophysical knowledge that the chemistry 
between all atoms and molecules is a secondary phenomenon of electromagnetism [28]:  

 
Concept No. 2. All metabolic chemical reactions are a secondary result of electromagnetic 

interactions between atoms and subatomic structures. 
Concept Thesis: Chemistry is a secondary phenomenon of electromagnetism. 

 
This is so because the existence of molecules is based on quantum mechanical principles of 

structural organization [28], [44]-[46]:  
1) A molecule as a material manifestation of matter and a fundamental structural and 

functional component of the micro-level organization of a living biological system of any level of 
complexity, including the human body, consists of atoms that are complexes of field structures. 
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2) In a molecule, atoms are interconnected by electromagnetic wave fields, the source of which 
is the atoms themselves, participating in chemical interaction and self-organization.  

3) In a molecule, a chemical bond between atoms is the result of the interaction of 
electromagnetic wave fields of atoms and can be a covalent bond (sharing electrons) or a polar 
bond (sharing electrons). 

4) Model-wise, any molecule can be represented in the form of electromagnetic wave packets, 
at the nodes of which there are atoms that are the source of wave generation; in this case, 
electromagnetic wave packets turn out to be the result of interference of radiation from all atoms 
of the molecule of a biological system. 

 
Fig. 1. Graphic representation of the structural levels of organization of the human body, considering 

modern fundamental biophysical knowledge 

5) The geometry of molecules is determined by the quantum mechanical characteristics of the 
atoms that form it and in the ground, state corresponds to the minimum total energy and, 
accordingly, the maximum total energy of all chemical bonds.  

6) A real molecule consists of resonating electromagnetic wave field structures (according to 
the principle of superposition of Dirac states), that is, it does not have a specific structure, but is 
formed solely as a result of continuous resonance - the electromagnetic superposition of many 
different atomic structures. 

7) A molecule has energy characteristics determined by the electromagnetic parameters of the 
atoms that form it, which include the energy of rotation of electrons, the energy of vibration and 
rotation of the nuclei of each atom that forms it, with a different contribution of each type of 
energy to the total energy of the molecule; in this case, each energy component is quantized. 

8) The molecule can be in the ground or excited electronic state, classified depending on the 
total spin of the molecule and obeys the rules of electronic transitions, which have different 
probabilities. 

9) Molecules of biological systems have individual quantum mechanical characteristics due to 
the special composition of atoms (carbon (C), hydrogen (H), oxygen (O), nitrogen (N), phosphorus 
(P), sulfur (S)), biopolymer structure most molecules have significant molecular weight and 
molecular length and have various options for possible states of structural organization in space. 

10) In a molecule, the state of an electron is described using a wave model based on the 
Schrödinger equation, which is called a molecular orbital and includes localized 𝜎-orbitals, 
localized and delocalized 𝜋-orbitals, n-orbitals; At the same time, there are significant difficulties 
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in their adequate calculation, since taking into account interelectron repulsion there is no 
possibility to separate variables in one coordinate system, which predetermines the use of 
approximate methods in determining the shape of molecular orbitals (scientific ideas about the 
shape of molecules are relatively conventional). 

Thus, it has been scientifically proven that all reactions between atoms and molecules are an 
exchange of electromagnetic energy and are determined by the primary energy state of atoms and 
their subatomic components.  

This knowledge is generally accepted and known, but at this stage, in our opinion, it is not 
sufficiently used in the interpretation of modern biomedical research. 

If we scientifically realize that the human body at the micro level of its structure is a 
conglomerate of electromagnetic fields (it is only the limitation of our senses that prevents us from 
seeing this scientifically proven fact with our own eyes) and all biochemical reactions are not just 
a connection of atoms, but energy interactions and energy exchange between various 
electromagnetic field structures, which we conventionally call atoms, examining them under a 
microscope, again we get a fundamentally different scientific view of the human body. And this 
scientific fact becomes the starting point for further opportunities to describe the course of 
physiological and pathological processes in the human body at the micro level. This creates 
theoretical prerequisites for deepening medical knowledge and describing the so-called “quantum 
pathogenesis” of diseases of internal organs. We display this in this aspect: 

 
Aspect No. 1. Now the pathogenesis of diseases has been theoretically worked out at the 

molecular level, but now there is a scientific opportunity to describe it more deeply at the micro 
level - that is, to create a description of the quantum pathogenesis of diseases of internal organs. 

Thesis of the aspect: There is quantum pathogenesis. 
 
Understanding the quantum mechanical mechanisms of the energetic functioning of 

biopolymers in the body of a living person, knowledge of the fundamental quantum principles of 
their organization in cells and the role of electromagnetic components in the processes of 
metabolism of substances are definitely the next step in the development of fundamental medical 
science. And this is the next promising and important stage in deepening the fundamental aspects 
of the pathogenesis of diseases of internal organs. 

All pharmacological agents are also created from atoms, i.e. they are also conglomerates of 
electromagnetic energy and have certain electromagnetic characteristics, which determine their 
ability to react biochemically in the body. As we already know, the biochemical response of 
pharmacological agents in the body is the result of electromagnetic interaction between the field 
structures of the atoms of the pharmacological agent and the field structures of the atoms of the 
human body when considering the event at the nanoscale and deeper.  

Further development of science in this direction may lead to the development of so-called 
“quantum pharmacology.” This became the basis for Aspect No. 2: 

 
Aspect No. 2. Now there is a scientific opportunity to create a new branch of pharmacology - 

quantum pharmacology. 
Thesis of the aspect: There is quantum pharmacology. 

 
The biopolymer molecule in its structural characteristics is the same both under in vivo and in 

vitro conditions. But in terms of their functional parameters, being in a living biological system, 
the molecules of biopolymers in vitro and in vivo are categorically different - they are alive in a 
living organism. Therefore, it has long been scientifically clear that the basis of the phenomenon 
of life should be associated with the peculiarities of the flow of micro-level energy processes and, 
as has now become obvious, due to quantum-mechanical differences in the energy characteristics 
of the atoms that form it due to the presence of biochemical and control flows of solitons/energy 
in biological polymers. That is, the phenomenon of life of biopolymer molecules is associated 
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with the occurrence of magnetoelectrochemical processes inside them. In the 
Magnetoelectrochemical theory of metabolism [44,45,46], it was conceptualized that the basis of 
the phenomenon of biological life of living systems at the microlevel is the transition of coherent 
energy/solitons from biopolymer chains to chains of crystalline energy-intensive water structures 
combined with biopolymers by hydrogen bonds, with the formation of long-existing biopolymers 
-water structures capable of receiving energy of any kind, converting it into a coherent form and 
transporting it, including along water chains, to molecular objects remote from the biopolymer. 
Energy processes at the molecular level occur on biopolymers in living biological systems, 
including humans, in the energy self-localization mode and in the transportation mode. This is so 
because the life of molecules is based on quantum mechanical principles of structural organization 
and functioning [28], [31], [32], [44]-[46]: 

1) The fundamental quantum mechanical difference between the functioning of polymer 
biomolecules of living systems from molecules of inanimate matter is their ability to convert 
unorganized (thermal, chemical, etc.) energy into a coherent form and its intermolecular transfer 
due to a system of delocalized 𝜋-electrons (quantum-Mulliken mechanical model). 

2) Delocalization of 𝜋-electrons in the molecular systems of living organisms is an important 
and fundamental quantum-mechanical feature of ensuring the energy cycle in the Universe 
(including the model of the “electronic circuit of life”) and the phenomenon of biological life; 
This is why all the most important biomolecules are partially or fully connected systems. 

3) Each of two or more autonomous systems of 𝜋-electrons of a living biological molecule can 
exhibit spectral independence and simultaneously interact with other molecules; in this case, the 
interaction of 𝜋-electron systems inside a molecule is due to the migration of energy along it, that 
is, the transfer of energy between various functional groups of this molecule, which is considered 
as quantum mechanical features of intramolecular and intermolecular transfer of energy and 
charge. 

4) The ability for intramolecular and intermolecular transfer of energy and charge is 
determined by the intrinsic quantum mechanical features of the structure of biopolymers of living 
biological systems and is their fundamental distinctive property. 

5) Energy conversion processes in the molecules of living biological systems are accompanied 
by the phenomenon of photon/electron emission, which is caused by various mechanisms of 
occurrence (with stimulation - secondary luminescence/photon emission; without stimulation - 
intrinsic luminescence/photon emission, etc.), is a special case energy transfer, has distinctive 
features in different cell ultrastructures (and, accordingly, in different tissues, organs, parts of the 
body), most characteristic of molecular structures containing complex proteins with chromoform 
coenzyme groups. 

6) The fundamental difference between living biological systems is the presence of 
deterministic self-organization of their molecules through the implementation of 
information-energy processes of intramolecular and intermolecular energy transfers due to the 
exciton-phonon/soliton mechanism of conversion of chemical energy of adenosine triphosphate 
by biopolymers into coherent energy with subsequent transmission in the form of a 
soliton/biosoliton/electrosoliton along the chain biopolymer. 

7) The soliton mechanism of energy transfer along a chain of biopolymers turns out to be the 
electromagnetic basis of the phenomenon of life in living biological systems, and all biopolymers 
of a living organism, which have a specific structure and contain anharmonic atomic groups in 
their chains, convert chemical (possibly another type) energy that excites their vibrations , into 
coherent energy/solitons, which are further transported along the chains of the biopolymer, 
providing its chemical interactions and mechanical movement. 

Now the well-known definition of Friedrich Engels that “life is the mode of existence of 
protein bodies” can be expanded to the level of modern biophysical knowledge. “Life is a way of 
electromagnetic existence of protein bodies,” since the phenomenon of biological life is 
completely determined by magnetoelectric processes at the molecular level: there are no energy 
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processes - there is no life. This became the basis for Aspect No. 3: 
 

Aspect No. 3. Medicine now has the opportunity to convey to every doctor and scientist the 
biophysical essence of the phenomenon of life as an electromagnetic process. 

Thesis of the aspect: Life is an electromagnetic process. 
 
During the conceptualization of the Magnetoelectrochemical theory of metabolism, it was 

established that the phenomenon of biological life at the micro level is due to the fact that water 
in the human body is in an organized state of quantum-mechanical connectivity. In a living 
organism, the constant supply of coherent energy from biopolymers to water molecules transforms 
water into a single structure in the form of energy-intensive crystals. This deprives water of the 
fluidity familiar to the human imagination and allows it to have unique quantum mechanical 
properties necessary to ensure the phenomenon of life in living biological organisms. The 
phenomenon of biological death occurs when, due to the cessation of metabolic processes, 
coherent energy ceases to move along the chains of biopolymers. The lack of supply of coherent 
energy to the organized energy-intensive fractal crystal structure of water leads to its degradation 
and the transition of water into an unbound state of an aqueous solution. This is another aspect 
that explains how, at the molecular level, bioenergetic processes in living biological organisms 
are determined by magnetoelectric interactions. Therefore, according to the concepts of the 
Magnetoelectrochemical theory of metabolism, the following features of the stages of energy 
transformation at the microlevel of the structure of the tissues of the human body were identified 
to ensure the phenomenon of life [28], [44]-[46]: 

1) The chemical energy of adenosine triphosphate on biopolymers is transformed into a 
coherent form of electromagnetic energy - a soliton. 

2) Then this converted coherent electromagnetic energy in the form of solitons is transmitted 
along the biopolymer chain; and this ensures the “life” of this biopolymer, determining its 
mechanical and biochemical activity. 

3) This coherent electromagnetic energy (solitons) can move from biopolymer molecules to 
adjacent water molecules; in this case, water is organized into an energy-intensive polarized 
crystalline structured water system, which transmits energy further without loss, that is, it 
performs the function of remote non-chemical energy transfer (remote energy-informational 
communication) to distant biopolymers and this ensures the implementation of interaction 
processes between biopolymers of the entire human body (Theory of collective processes N. Gall). 

4) Electromagnetic resonant-frequency interactions between molecules is a universal physical 
mechanism that ensures selectivity of interaction between biopolymers and the implementation of 
the mechanism of energy-informational soliton communication between them; this is what makes 
molecules “alive”, linking them in a single organism into one functional whole. 

5) The constant collective energetic soliton interaction of biopolymers is a fundamental 
difference between the behavior of biopolymers in vivo in a normally functioning and living 
biological organism, in contrast to biopolymers in solution in vitro. 

It is important to note that now knowledge of the basics of the flow of electromagnetic 
processes in tissues at the micro level gives rise to the understanding that the vital activity and 
functioning of living biological systems in the corridor of the physiological norm, conventionally 
called “health” in medicine, is completely determined by the magnetoelectric support of the 
molecules of its body. Now the phenomena of life and health acquire new, quantum characteristics 
of their conceptual apparatus, and this reflects the following aspect of “Bioelectronic Medicine”: 

 
Aspect No. 4. Thanks to the understanding of the biophysical electromagnetic essence of the 

phenomenon of life, it became possible to convey to every doctor what the phenomena of health 
and disease are from a biophysical point of view. 

Thesis of the aspect: Health is the normal course of electromagnetic metabolic processes; 
disease is their violation. 
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Accordingly, disease is logically considered as a violation of the magnetoelectric state of 
bimolecular structures, death is their complete absence, and the human body is one of the forms 
of magnetoelectrochemical organization of biological matter on Earth. 

 
Aspect No. 5. Medicine has the opportunity to convey to every doctor and scientist the idea 

that from a biophysical point of view there is a phenomenon of disease and biological death. 
Thesis of the aspect: Biological death is the cessation of electromagnetic metabolic 

processes. 
 
The life of a biological system is a process of magnetoelectric activation of its biomolecules, 

which triggers and ensures their biochemical activity (channelization of coherent energy - 
biochemical soliton flow) and ensures structural integrity in their collective [molecules] 
interaction of the whole organism (transport of solitons through water-energized structures - 
control soliton flow). 

From the perspective of Bioelectronic Medicine, the phenomenon of biological death is caused 
by a change in the quantum mechanical energy characteristics of molecules and atoms in the 
tissues of the human body due to the cessation of the flow of coherent electromagnetic energy 
through biopolymers and organized aqueous crystalline structures. This leads to the disappearance 
of the energy-informational soliton connection between biopolymers and to the disintegration of 
energy-intensive water crystalline structures. As a result of this, the gradual disintegration of 
biopolymers begins, water begins to behave as a solvent, that is, the processes of biological 
disintegration of the human body begin. 

Having identified these aspects, we can ask the most sacred questions for medicine. What is 
the practical significance of “Bioelectronic Medicine” as a component of Integrated Medicine? 
How can the application of scientific principles of Bioelectronic Medicine contribute to the 
treatment of patients? What therapeutic and preventive approach can be created from a quantum 
point of view for the treatment of diseases of internal organs? 

When performing a theoretical study, it was found that the development and use of a 
frequency-wave model of the structure of the human body is of great importance for the further 
development of the medical paradigm in the direction of “Bioelectronic Medicine”. Answers to 
the questions posed can be found by developing this model of the structural organization of the 
human body. 

It has now been completely scientifically proven and clear that according to the Concept of 
Wave-Frequency Duality, each atom is a particle and a wave at the same time [32], [47], [48]. 
That is, from the point of view of physics, any atom can be described as a particle with size and 
mass, and as a wave process with wave/frequency parameters - for example, vibration frequency 
in hertz. Therefore, according to this universal law, all atoms have wave characteristics and have 
a constant vibration frequency in hertz. At the atomic and subatomic levels, the physical basis for 
the vibrational movements of an atom is the phenomenon of precession of atomic nuclei. Nuclear 
precession is a characteristic, specific constant frequency of rotation for the nucleus of an atom of 
each substance. Based on the known frequency of precession of nuclei, it is possible to determine 
the composition of the human body, the presence of certain substances, types of cells and tissues, 
and processes in it. According to modern scientific approaches, the precession of atomic nuclei 
can be established as follows: it is necessary to irradiate the nuclei of atoms with radio waves, 
constantly changing the frequency until it coincides with the frequency of precession of the nuclei 
- in this case a resonance (Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR)) will arise, which will be recorded 
measuring instrument [49]-[52]. This principle has made it possible to scientifically establish the 
frequency properties of most known microorganisms, chemicals, tissues and functioning 
processes of the organs of the human body. This is so because the frequency characteristics of 
atoms add up to the frequency characteristics of molecules. In turn, the frequency characteristics 
of molecules form the total frequency characteristics of tissues and processes in them. Since this 
law is universal, the frequency principle of describing tissues and organs is valid for the entire 
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human body. Therefore, in the human body, each hierarchical level of its structure can be 
described in terms of their frequency-wave characteristics. That is, according to the law of 
frequency-wave dualism, the human body can be described in the frequency-wave model of its 
structure. And this is another paradigmatically transforming concept of “Bioelectronic Medicine”: 

 
Concept No. 3. The human body can be represented in a frequency-wave model of its 

structure. 
Concept Thesis: There is a particle-wave model of the structure of the human body. 

 
This has experimental confirmation. It has been established that living cells of the body 

generate biological electromagnetic fields in the ultraviolet and visible range of the spectrum, as 
well as in the frequency range below the terahertz range [28], [29], [53]-[60]. The scientific 
literature describes specific frequency characteristics of the functioning of human organs. The 
most studied are the frequency characteristics of the brain and heart. Thus, neurons of the brain, 
depending on the level of the functional state of the human body, generate frequencies: Delta 
frequency – 0.3-4 Hz, Theta frequency – 4-8 Hz, Alpha frequency – 9-13 Hz, Beta frequency – 
13-30 Hz, Gamma frequency – 30 Hz and above [61]-[64]. The heart generates electromagnetic 
radiation in the frequency range from 0.04 to 0.4 Hz according to spectral analysis of heart rate 
variability: High Frequency – 0.15-0.4 Hz, Low Frequency – 0.15-0.04 Hz, Very Low Frequency 
– 0.04-0.003 Hz, Ultra Low Frequency - less than 0.003 Hz. In total, this frequency spectrum 
forms the total electromagnetic power of the heart - Total Power [65]-[69].  

The resonant frequency for the heart is 1 Hertz, for the stomach it is 2-3 Hz [70], [71], for the 
intestines it is 2-4 Hz [72], [73]. Peristaltic contractions of the intestine occur in such ranges as 
Three frequency modes are available for auscultation: bell (20-200 Hz), diaphragm (100-500 Hz), 
and extended range (20-1000 Hz) [74], [75]. The operating frequency of kidney function is the 
range of 6-8 Hz [76], etc. 

The question arises, what is the practical significance of the frequency-wave model of the 
structure of the human body? Why is it needed in complex medicine? The answer is obvious: if 
we know that life is an electromagnetic process, the metabolism of chemical reactions is the result 
of electromagnetic processes, disease is a violation of electromagnetic processes, death is their 
cessation, then the frequency-wave component of cell functioning is an objective physical 
parameter of this measure of the electromagnetic phenomenon of functioning tissue cells of the 
human body. Knowing the normal frequency of functioning of cells or an organ, the doctor can 
objectively, from a scientific point of view, with the appropriate equipment, assess this condition 
for the organ. This gives scientific theoretical validity to use frequency parameters of the 
functioning of tissues and organs for diagnostics. This is the next aspect of “Bioelectronic 
Medicine”: 

 
Aspect No. 6. The frequency-wave characteristic of an atom, cell, tissue, organ, process (etc., 

according to the hierarchical level of the structure of the human body) is an objective physical 
parameter that can be a diagnostic criterion in “Bioelectronic Medicine”. 

Thesis of the aspect: The frequency of functioning of a biological object is a diagnostic 
criterion. 

 
This principle has already found, to a certain extent, its practical implementation in traditional 

medicine as the physical basis of the nuclear magnetic resonance method [52], [77]. In 1952, Felix 
Bloch and Edward Mills Purcell (USA) received the Nobel Prize in Physics for the discovery of 
the phenomenon of nuclear magnetic resonance [78]. In 2003, Paul C. Lauterbur (USA) and Sir 
Peter Mansfield (UK) received the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for the development of 
the diagnostic method of magnetic resonance imaging [79]. However, the ideas from this aspect 
of Bioelectronic Medicine can be used more widely in practical healthcare. After all, it turns out 
that according to modern scientific views, substances (for example, trace elements, vitamins, 
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hormones, etc.), types of cells and tissues (for example, microorganisms, cancer cells, etc.), 
metabolic processes in the human body can be verified by the total frequency component of their 
own metabolic processes using special diagnostic equipment that allows recording the 
phenomenon of resonance [52], [80]. It is quite logical to conclude that each healthy tissue and 
each healthy organ is characterized by a set of natural frequencies of their normal functioning. 
These frequency components are of fundamental physiological importance, since they are a 
component of intercellular signaling and electromagnetic communication between tissues in vivo 
[36], [42], [81]-[84]. Apparently, at different structural levels of the organization of the human 
body, frequency-wave processes become more complex and are an information component. 

Heart rhythm is an example that confirms at the organism level the correctness of the logic of 
these conclusions. So, heart rate is a systemic information process for the body, the wave 
vibrations of which carry information about the state of the body. Assessment of heart rate 
variability is a scientifically proven valid diagnostic criterion for the functional state of the whole 
organism and an established predictor for the diagnosis of sudden cardiac death [68], [85]-[87]. 
With pathology, the frequency components of the heart rhythm change. This can be confirmed 
and clinically assessed by analyzing the electrocardiogram using spectral analysis of a short 
recording of heart rate variability [65]-[69].  

Thus, medicine currently has the opportunity to go further: analyze the frequency components 
of the work of organs and consider the information received as a component. And this is a 
fundamentally new look at the functional state of organs, which allows us to objectively assess 
the fundamental electromagnetic processes of organ functioning. And to assess the basic 
electromagnetic processes of cells means to assess the tissue level of metabolism in them 
intravitally. This is very important for practical healthcare, since it opens up the possibility of 
rapid non-invasive early diagnosis of pathology of internal organs in a family doctor’s office. This 
is so because when pathological conditions occur in cells, there will be a deviation from the 
frequency spectrum of their normal functioning. This deviation can be recorded using 
wave-frequency diagnostic techniques and become an additional objective diagnostic criterion 
[88]-[90]. According to the literature data available to us, over the past 100 years, a large layer of 
scientific and practical data has been accumulated on various methods of frequency-wave 
diagnostics. For example, the scientific results of the Electro-Acupuncture method according to 
Voll, Electro-Dermal Screening (EDS) or Meridian Stress Assessmen (MSA) (author German 
doctor Dr. Reinhard Voll, MD) now deserve modern analysis from the perspective of bioelectronic 
medicine [91]-[94]. Of significant scientific interest are Nakatani Diagnostic (Ryodoraku) (author 
Japanese Japan prof. Yoshio Nakatani) [95], studies by Royal Raymond Rife [88], [96], etc. These 
data require further study, systemic analysis and integration into comprehensive medicine, subject 
to their validity. The results of these studies can receive a new modern interpretation after their 
systematic analysis through the prism of modern biophysical knowledge.  

All of the above can be of great practical value for the diagnosis of infectious diseases. It is 
common knowledge that the human body consists of 30 trillion cells. At the same time, the human 
body contains 40-50 trillion cells of other microorganisms that are not related to the human body 
itself and are called the Microbiome. It has now been proven that the composition of the 
microbiome determines key life processes of the human body: from the processes of digestion and 
assimilation of food to complex immune responses and influence on higher nervous activity of a 
person [97], [98]. But there are also pathogens in the human body. Therefore, in the future, the 
widespread introduction of wave-frequency diagnostic methods into healthcare could simplify 
their diagnosis. Therefore, studies to determine the radiation spectrum of microorganisms 
[88]-[100] deserve attention, further analysis and use in complex treatment to overcome the 
problems of antibiotic resistance and increase the effectiveness of traditional antibacterial therapy. 

Does Bioelectronic Medicine have any therapeutic potential? The answer to this question is 
very important for the further progress of therapeutic approaches in medicine. 

Quantum mechanisms of normal functioning of membranes and organelles of organ cells are 
determined by the energy state of electrons in the atoms of their molecules. The electromagnetic 
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component is the result of the vital activity of cells and the component of intercellular 
communication - intercellular signaling [30], [84], [101]-[103]. Electromagnetic intercellular 
signaling links cells together into a single functional whole. Disruption of the process of 
electromagnetic signaling between cells leads to dysfunction of the tissue and organ. A doctor, 
using appropriate equipment for electromagnetic influence, can technically help change the 
frequency of functioning of organ tissues, normalizing it. This will lead to clinical improvement 
in the patient. This is the next and most important theoretical aspect of “Bioelectronic Medicine”: 

 
Aspect No. 7. The wave-frequency characteristic of an atom, cell, tissue, organ, process is an 

objective parameter for subsequent treatment in Bioelectronic Medicine. 
Thesis of the aspect: The frequency of functioning of a biological object is a therapeutic 

target. 
 
This aspect has also long had its practical confirmation in healthcare and various techniques 

have been successfully used in the treatment of patients with pain [104]-[107], rheumatological 
diseases [107]-[110], depression [61], [111]-[113], etc. 

Now, from the position of the frequency-wave model of the body structure, a number of 
therapeutic methods of alternative medicine, such as treatment with singing bowls, music therapy, 
color therapy, magnetotherapy, light therapy, etc., can be scientifically explained.  

In this theoretical study, we made an attempt to summarize previously disparate clinical areas 
with modern biophysical views to form a single holistic concept of “Bioelectronic Medicine” and 
the progress of medicine in general. It turns out that from the perspective of quantum approaches, 
the health of organ tissues depends on the energy state of the electrons of the atoms of their 
molecules. The electron is a carrier of energy and therefore it is conventionally understood as the 
final therapeutic medical goal in the process of treating a patient. Correction of the energy state of 
electrons of atoms in the tissues of the human body in vivo is the main theoretical principle of 
treating any disease. Therefore, the concept of “Bioelectronic medicine” arose in the scientific 
literature. Although the correctness of this term can of course be disputed. For example, it is 
known that the elementary carrier of the electromagnetic field is the photon. Therefore, 
theoretically, it would be quite acceptable to use the concept of “Biophotonic medicine”. But the 
term “Bioelectronic medicine” already exists in the scientific literature [26], [114]-[117], is 
understandable to a wide range of scientists, and it is also quite logical. Therefore, it was chosen 
in the course of this study. The use of this term at the present stage will allow us to sufficiently 
correctly understand and be correctly understood in the modern world of world science and 
quantum approaches in medicine. 

4. Conclusions 

1) A new layer of fundamental knowledge in quantum physics has formed the latest trend 
“Bioelectronic Medicine” for the development of medical science and medical education, which 
should be actively used by modern medical scientists. 

2) “Bioelectronic medicine” is a scientific direction that includes all the fundamental 
knowledge of the structure and functioning of the human body at the micro level, the further 
development and use of human treatment taking into account and using this data. 

3) Bioelectronic medicine is a new branch of medical knowledge that can organically 
complement traditional medicine, contribute to medical progress and the formation of a unified 
universe of medical knowledge in the form of Complex Medicine in the future. 

4) The developed basic concepts and aspects of Bioelectronic Medicine in the form of abstracts 
are presented in Fig. 2, indicating the levels of theoretical concepts of traditional medicine and 
bioelectronic medicine on the dimensional axis of the structural levels of the organization of the 
human body. 
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Fig. 2. Diagram of the dimensional axis of the structural levels of the organization of the human body, 

indicating the levels of theoretical concepts of traditional medicine and bioelectronic medicine, as well as 
theses of the main basic concepts and aspects of bioelectronic medicine developed in the theoretical study 
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